This work provides a structural characterisation of hereditary graph classes that do not contain a star forest, several graphs obtained from star forests by subset complementation, a union of cliques, and the complement of a union of cliques as induced subgraphs. This provides, for instance, structural results for graph classes not containing a matching and several complements of a matching. In terms of the speed of hereditary graph classes, our results imply that all such classes have at most factorial speed of growth.
Introduction
A graph class is a set of graphs closed under isomorphism. A graph class is hereditary if it is closed under taking induced subgraphs. It is well-known (and can be easily seen) that a graph property X is hereditary if and only if X can be described in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs. More formally, for a set F of graphs we write Free(F ) for the class of graphs containing no induced subgraph isomorphic to any graph in the set F . A graph class X is hereditary if and only if X = Free(F ) for some set F . We call F a set of forbidden induced subgraphs for X and say that graphs in X are F -free.
One of the systematic ways of exploring structural properties of graph classes is by looking at the asymptotic growth of the number of graphs it contains. More formally, given a class X , we write X n for the number of graphs in X with vertex set {1, 2, . . . , n} and call this sequence the speed of hereditary class X . The possible structures and speeds of a hereditary or monotone property of graphs have been extensively studied, originally in the special case where a single subgraph is forbidden [9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18] , and more recently in general [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19] . For example, Erdős, Kleitman and Rothschild [10] and Kolaitis, Prömel and Rothschild [14] studied K r -free graphs, Erdős, Frankl and Rödl [9] studied monotone properties when a single graph is forbidden, and Prömel and Steger [16, 17] obtained very precise results on the structure of almost all (induced-)C 4 -free and C 5 -free graphs. In a more general setting, precise structural results were obtained for the classes with lower speeds of growth: constant, polynomial, exponential and factorial. One structural result of our interest is given by Balogh, Bollobás and Weinreich [7] . The result provides us with induced forbidden characterisation of the classes X for which there exist numbers S = S(X ) and d = d(X ) such that the vertices of any graph can be partitioned into S parts which are cliques or independent sets and between the parts the graph has either degree bounded by d or co-degree bounded by d. All the classes with constant, polynomial, exponential, factorial speed below Bell number and some classes of factorial speed above Bell number, namely those that have finite distinguishing number, admit this partition. In this work, we propose a similar partition result, that provides with structural description of a more general family of classes from the factorial layer.
To state our results, we will first introduce some notation. We denote by K k a clique on k vertices and by K 1,k a star with k leaves. Let G 1 n,k = nK 1,k be a disjoint union of n stars and let G 2 n,k , G 3 n,k , G 4 n,k be the graphs obtained from nK 1,k by adding a clique on centres, leaves or on each of centres and leaves of the stars, respectively. Now let H i n,k = G i n,k be the complement of G i n,k for each i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We will denote the family of these graphs as Figure 1 ). We will denote a bipartite graph by G = (A, B, E ), where the vertex set is A ∪ B, with A called top part and B bottom part of the bipartition, and the edge set is E ⊆ A × B. When talking about induced subgraph containment between bipartite graphs we will require the embedding to respect the bipartition, i.e. the top and bottom parts are required to embed into top and bottom parts, respectively. We will use the following notation for the two bipartitions of K 1,k : Λ k = ({a}, B, {a} × B) for |B| = k and Υ k = (A, {b}, A × {b}) for |A| = k. In this work our main result is as follows: We note that the fact that this class has bounded cochromatic number, i.e. can be partitioned into bounded number of cliques and independent sets, follows readily from the works [8, 13] . Therefore, the focus of this project will be to describe what happens between the parts. The condition for bipartite graph being (2Λ 2k−1 , 2Υ 2k−1 )-free as described in the thoerem above is equivalent to saying that for any two vertices from one part of the bipartition, the neighbourhood of one vertex contains all but at most 2k − 2 neighbours of the other. An interesting special case of the theorem above is when k = 1, in which case the family F n,1 consists of a matching and related graphs (see Figure 2 ). Noting that forbidding matchings also excludes unions of cliques we have the following special case of the main theorem: Theorem 1.2 is interesting because it provides an analog to graphs of an important notion in permutations called "monotone griddability". The classes that are monotone griddable are the ones for which the permutations are partitionable into bounded number of cells with increasing or decreasing patterns in each cell. In [11] Huczynska and Vatter proved that a class of permutations is monotone griddable if and only if it does not contain a large sum of 21's or skew-sum of 12's. This result provided an alternative proof of the jump of the speeds for permutations classes from 1 to the golden ratio (approximately 1.618) provided in [12] and this classification of permutation classes was later extended by Vatter [20] up to growth rate approximately 2.20557 (which could be thought of as a Bell number analog in graph theory as in both cases arbitrarily long "paths" appear for the first time). To see the correspondence between our result and the one in [11] one needs to convert each entry in a permutation to a vertex and put an edge between two vertices if and only if the corresponding entries of the permutation form a decreasing pattern. In this case "a sum of 21's" corresponds to a matching, "a skew-sum of 12's" to a co-matching and the partition into increasing/decreasing cells corresponds to a partition into independent sets or cliques such that between every pair the induced bipartite graphs are 2K 2 -free. The relation of the results proved in this paper and the results of [11] and [7] are presented in Figure 3 .
Theorem 1.1. Let G ∈ Free(F n,k ∪ {nK l , nK l }). Then there is a constant T(n, k, l) such that the vertex set V(G) can be partitioned into t ≤ T parts V(G)
Our results can also be stated in terms of graph classes. Let X 1 be a graph class consisting of star forests and let X 2 , X 3 , . . . , X 8 be the other 7 related classes obtained from star forests by various complementations. More formally, let X i = {G : G induced subgraph of G i n,k for some n, k ∈ N} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and let X i = {G : G induced subgraph of H i−4 n,k for some n, k ∈ N} for i = 5, 6, 7, 8 . Let X 9 be the class of disjoint union of cliques and X 10 the class of complements of disjoint union of cliques. Also define analogously Y 1 to be the hereditary closure of the class of matchings and let Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 , Y 6 be the hereditary closures of the different complements of matchings, one class for each type of complementation. Further, let us say that a graph is a (t, k)-graph if it can be partitioned into t cliques or independent sets with (Λ 2k−1 , Υ 2k−1 )-free graphs between the parts. Then our results are as follows: Moreover, all classes X consisting of (T, k)-graphs for some T = T(X ) and k = k(X ) have at most factorial speed of growth.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. For the benefit of the reader, in Sections 2 and 3 we provide a direct proof of Theorem 1.2 because it encapsulates many of the ideas for the more general result, Theorem 
In this section we prove the following theorem, which is the bipartite case of Theorem 1.2 and which will be extended to the general case in Section 3. 
Throughout the section we will be using the following notation. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is by induction on n + m and for induction step we will show how to construct the following partition, which we call (n, m, q)-chain template. 
q)).
A chain template is a partition that ensures that all non-trivial graphs appear only between consecutive parts of the partition (the shaded regions in Figure 4 ), and between other pairs of parts the induced bipartite graphs are either complete or empty as specified by the conditions (*)-(**). As we will see later, a chain template can be obtained for any bipartite graph and might be a useful tool as it might give additional insights/restrictions on graphs that can lie between the the consecutive bags. In our particular case, when dealing with graphs excluding matchings and co-matchings, we will be able to deduce that (***)-(****) holds.
Before we proceed to constructing the (n, m, q)-chain template, we will first prove the lemma, which will show how (n, m, q)-chain template can be collapsed to a bounded number of parts, which will be required for our induction step. 
Hence the two vertices can have non-nested neighbourhoods only if they belong to the same set A (2i+1)g . Similarly, two vertices in B ′ 1h can have incomparable neighbourhoods only if they belong to the same subset B (2j+1)h . Thus, any nontrivial matching or co-matching must be contained in some Now we proceed to showing how to construct an (n, m, q)-chain template. Our first observation is that we only need to provide these constructions for skew-join prime bipartite graphs. • Let b 1 ∈ B be a vertex of minimal degree in B and define B 1 := {b 1 }.
The analogous arguments hold for the graphs
G[A ′ 1g , B ′ 2h ], G[A ′ 2g , B ′ 1h ], G[A ′ 2g , B ′ 2h ].
Definition 2.5. For two bipartite graphs G
• Let A 1 := N(B 1 ).
Starting with i = 1, we define further subsets A i+1 and B i+1 as follows: 
. Indeed, by following the reasoning in the above two paragraphs, one may
By our assumption that G is skew-join prime, we conclude that the graph on the remaining vertices not covered by partition procedure
, and as (*) and (**) are satistied, this partition is a chain template of G. Now we will prove structural results that concern consecutive bags of the chain template of (nK 2 
, hence there is b ∈ B i−1 which is adjacent to a (i−1)l . As b is co-joined to A i and a (i−1)l is co-joined to B il , we conclude that
We will now show how to partition the part B 2 into at most n − 1 parts such that the induced subgraph between each part and A 1 contains no bipartite co-matching of size m − 1 (see Figure 5 ( 
Finally, let us put all the subpartitions together. We have the subpartitions
. Since we have two subpartitions of B 2 , we take a refinement of these, i.e. we subpartition
By the discussion in the previous paragraphs it easily follows that this final subpartition into at most q = (n − 1)(m − 1) parts satisfies conditions (***) and (****) of Definition 2.4. (Note, in the definition of (n, m, q)-chain template, each part A i and B i is partitioned into exactly q parts and here we provided a partition into at most q sets, but it is easy to fix this by simply adding empty sets to the partition.) Using the Lemmas above we are now ready to conclude that Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We will use induction on n + m. For m ≤ 2 or n ≤ 2, the graph is 2K 2 -free, so we can set f (n, m) = 1. Suppose m, n ≥ 3 and we proved the theorem for all pairs of integers with the sum smaller than n + m. Let G be a bipartite graph in Free(nK 2 , mK 2 bip ).
By Lemma 2.10, we know that G admits an (n, m, q)-chain template with q = (n − 1)(m − 1). Hence by Lemma 2.4 G can be partitioned into 2q = 2(n − 1)(m − 1) parts such that between the parts, the graph is either in Free((n − 1)K 2 , mK 2 ) or in Free(nK 2 , (m − 1)K 2 ). By induction, each pair of bags could be subpartitioned into max{ f (n, m − 1), f (n − 1, m)} parts, with 2K 2 -free graphs between them. To obtain the final partition, we just take the refinement of all these partitions. As each bag is partitioned into max{ f (n − 1, m), f (n, m − 1)} parts with respect to each of the 2(n − 1)(m − 1) bags on the opposite side of the bipartition, this gives us
. This proves the existance of the number f (n, m) and hence finishes the proof of the theorem.
From the inductive formula provided, one can obtain a doubly exponential bound f (n, m) ≤ (2mn) (2mn) 2(m+n) . Though this general bound might look rather large for practical applications, we note that a single induction step gives a partition into only 2(n − 1)(m − 1) parts. This is a much smaller number and could be used to obtain better bounds for small n and m or given a graph with a large matching/co-matching obtain a partition not containing some smaller matching/co-matching between the parts (several inductive steps performed, instead of running until 2K 2 -free graphs are obtained). For example, with n = m = 3, noting that 3K 2 bip = C 6 -a cycle on 6 vertices, our result yields a partition into 2(m − 1)(n − 1) = 8 parts:
Corollary 2.11. Every (3K 2 , C 6 )-free bipartite graph has a partition of each part into 8 sets such that between the sets the induced graph is 2K 2 -free.
General graphs without a matching and complements of a matching
We say that a graph G has a cochromatic number at most z if V(G) can be partitioned into z sets, each of them being either independent or a clique. We will first prove that each graph in Free(nK 2 , mK 2 ) has cochromatic number at most z(n, m) for some function depending only on n and m (here mK 2 denotes the complement of mK 2 , not the bipartite complement). This gives us partition of a graph into finitely many cliques and independent sets. Then we use the previous section to conclude that the parts can be subdivided into finitely many pieces to ensure that the bipartite graph induced between the any pair of these pieces is 2K 2 -free, and hence giving us the desired partition. We start with the base case.
Lemma 3.1. Any graph G ∈ Free(2K 2 , C 4 ) has cochromatic number at most 3.
Proof. Let G be a graph in Free(2K 2 , C 4 ) and let X ⊆ V(G) be a set inducing a maximal independent set in G. Split the set of vertices V(G)\X into a set Y of vertices with exactly one neighbour in X, and a set Z of vertices with at least 2 neighbours in X. We claim that both Y and Z are cliques. Indeed, take two vertices y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y, and let x 1 , x 2 ∈ X be their unique neighbours in X, respectively. Suppose, for contradiction that y 1 and y 2 are non-adjacent. If
is an independent set of size larger than X and if
In both cases we arrive at contradiction, hence Y is a clique. Consider now z 1 , z 2 ∈ Z, and assume for contradiction that the vertices are non-adjacent. If z 1 and z 2 has two common neighbours
Otherwise, z 1 and z 2 has at most one common neighbour, which by definition of Z implies that they have at least one private neighbour
A contradiction in both cases leads to conclusion that Z is a clique. Hence any G ∈ Free(2K 2 , C 4 ) can be partitioned into an independent set and two cliques which means that the cochromatic number is at most 3.
Lemma 3.2. For any n, m ≥ 2, there is an integer z(n, m) such that any graph
Proof. We will prove the statement by induction on n + m. By Lemma 3.1, the result holds for n = m = 2. Suppose now that n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2 and at least one of the inequalities is strict. Take are all co-joined to a set that induces a K 2 , hence the subgraphs induced by these sets lie in Free((n − 1)K 2 , mK 2 ). By induction, each of these bags are partitionable into 3 × 6 (m−2)+(n−2)−1 independent set or cliques. Hence, G has cochromatic number at most 6 × (3
A similar argument works in the case when G contains a 2K 2 , because it is the complement of C 4 . Thus the induction proof holds in this case as well.
We finish this section by adding all the ingredients together to obtain a proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let G ∈ Free(F n,1 ). From Lemma 3.2 we know that G has cochromatic number bounded by z(n, n). Consider a partition of G into at most z(n, n) cliques or independent sets. Between every pair of bags the induced bipartite graph must be {nK 2 , nK 2 bip }-free. Hence by Theorem 2.1 we know it can be subpartitioned into f (n, n) bags such that between the bags the graph is 2K 2 -free. Now each bag can be refined with respect to any other z(n, n) − 1 bags, so this provides us with z(n, n) − 1 partitions of each bag into f (n, n) parts. Taking the refinement (intersection) of all such partitions on each bag we have a partition of each bag into f (n, n) z(n,n)−1 parts. It is clear that each bag of the refined partition consists of cliques and independent sets and between the bags the graph is 2K 2 -free. Thus we obtained the desired partition with at most z(n, n) f (n, n) z(n,n) bags. Inserting the proved bounds for z(n, n) and f (n, n), we get a doubly exponential bound for T(n).
Bipartite graphs without a union of stars and a bipartite complement of a union of stars
Our main structural result of this section is the following:
Most of what follows in this section is devoted to proving Theorem 4.1. We will adapt most of the ideas from Section 2 dealing with forbidden matching and co-matching. We will use the notation and basic concepts from Section 2 introduced in Definition 2.2.
Covering nK 1,k -free bipartite graphs
In Observation 2.8 we have shown that a bipartite graph G = (A, B, E ), which does not contain nK 2 has a set of n − 1 vertices in A which cover the neighbourhood N(A). This, however, does not hold for the bipartite graphs not containing nK 1,k , for k > 1. Indeed, for any integer l, one can construct a nK 1,k -free bipartite graph G = (A, B, E ) for which no set of l vertices of A would cover the neighbourhood N(A). One easy example of such bipartite graph is a matching (l + 1)K 2 . In this subsection we argue about the parts which can be covered and even covered multiple times by some small sets in A.
Proof. If |A| ≤ n − 1, then set S = A and the required conditions are trivially satisfied. Otherwise, let S ⊆ A be a set of n − 1 vertices such that |N(S)| is maximal. Suppose, for contradiction, there is a ∈ A such that |N(a)\N(S)| ≥ k. Then, for any s ∈ S we have
Thus, the vertices S ∪ a are the centres of n stars of size k, a contradiction. Proof. Take S 1 ⊆ A to be a set such that Figure 6 (left)). Then clearly |W| = (n − 1)r and each vertex b ∈ B c is adjacent to at least one vertex in S i for each i = 1, 2, . . . r, hence is adjacent to at least r vertices in W. Furthermore, by the previous observation, for all a ∈ A\W and for all 1 Thus, when we refer to Lemma 4.3, we will frequently say that B c is r-covered by W. We finish this subsection with one more preliminary result: 
d-template
We will be saying that a subset A is d-joined (resp. d-co-joined) to a subset B, if every vertex a ∈ A has at most d non-neighbours (resp d neighbours) in B. We will further say that A and N(w) . Thus, intuitively, the vertices are partitioned in a way that respects neighbourhood inclusion.
The d-template has several advantages over 0-template or chain template. As we will see later, the d-template has strong covering properties, where the bags are covered by many vertices from the preceding bag. This allows us to deduce much stronger structural restrictions on the bipartite graphs induced by consecutive bags. In particular, it allows us to obtain the restrictions described in (***) and (****), which will be crucial for our inductive argument, similar to the one described in Section 2. The next Lemma is an extension of Lemma 2.4 which shows that d-template can be collapsed into a bounded number of parts, preserving the structural properties discovered in (***) and (****). 
Proof. We use the notation of the parts of refined d-template as given in Definition 4.6. For
We will show that A = 1≤i≤4,
B ′ ig is the required partition into 4q parts. In other words, we will show that between any two parts A ′ ig and B ′ jh , the induced graph 
. Similar arguments can be used to deduce the required results for the other pairs of parts of the partition.
Partition procedure and conditions (*)-(**)
. In this section we will describe the partition procedure we use to obtain d-template for d = (n − 1)r + kr. Here r is any positive integer, and the bigger the value of r the stronger the covering properties will be between consecutive bags, which we will use in the next section. However, the increased covering properties between consecutive bags comes with the "cost" of increased d resulting in weaker d-join and d-co-join relationships between the non-consecutive bags.
We will now create partition
In the process of construction we will be first constructing supersets A
, from which, after removal of some vertices, the required sets of the partition A i and B i will be obtained. We start by taking B N(B 1 ). We will create the bags B i and A i in alternating order and we will confirm that the following conditions hold: (P 2 i) holds, we will show that (P 3 i) and (P 4 i) hold. We will first cover the main case when |A
The construction is illustrated in Figure 7 (left).
• Construction of A i and B (P 4 i) holds, we will show that (P 1 (i + 1)) and (P 2 (i + 1)) hold. The construction is illustrated in Figure 7 (right) and it is a bipartite complement analog of the previous construction illustrated in Figure 7 (left).
• Construction of B i+1 and A ). This implies that (P 2 (i + 1)) holds. Also note that (P 1 (i + 1)) follows from the fact that (P 4 i) holds and by definition that |B In the particular cases where the newly created bag A
) have size less than (n − 1)r, we set A i (or B i ) to be an empty set and start the process afresh from a newly selected vertex of the minimum degree. We will cover these two cases |A . Assuming that (P 2 i) holds, we will show that (P 3 i), (P 4 i), (P 1 (i + 1)) and (P 2 (i + 1)) hold. (P 4 i) holds, we will show that (P 1 (i + 1)), (P 2 (i + 1)), (P 3 (i + 1)), (P 4 (i + 1)), (P 1 (i + 2)), (P 2 (i + 2)) hold.
• Construction of B i+1 , A 
Hence, by induction it follows that (P 1 i), (P 2 i), (P 3 i), (P 4 i) hold for any i. This means that the partition satisfies the "forward edges" conditions of (*) and (**): A i is d-joined to ∪ z h=1 B h and B i is d-co-joined to ∪ z h=i+1 A h for any i. However, the "backward edges" conditions of (*) and (**) may not be satisfied. Indeed, there might be some vertices in A i having more than d neighbours in ∪ i−1 h=1 B h or some vertices in B i having more than d non-neighbours in ∪ i−2 h=1 A h . We will show how to remove these vertices from the partition. 
The following lemma shows that vertices in M can be partitioned into bounded number of parts such that a graph induced by any part and set B is 2Λ 2d -free. 
. Hence the claim follows.
We will now show that we can partition M into c = nkd 2 Finally, we can subpartition each set M ′ i into three to ensure that there are at least two natural numbers in the interval between any two traces. One way of doing this is by listing the vertices of
. .} and M 3i = {u 3 , u 6 , u 9 , . . .}. In this way we obtain the sets M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M 3c which satisfy the conditions of the lemma.
Conditions (***) and (****)
Now we will refine the partition obtained in the previous section
that the resulting refinement satisfies the conditions (***) and (****).
Note that the partition
is not a d-template, but, as described in the previous section, could be made into one by removing vertex sets M and N. Therefore, having obtained the refinement satisfying conditions (***) and (****), we will later restrict it to the partition
Recall that the partition procedure starts with B + 1 = B 1 = {v} followed by A N(B i ). We will denote the indices of all such starting points by the set I, i.e.
The following Lemmas 4.11 and 4.13 provide a subpartition such that each bipartite graph G[A i , B i+1 ] satisfies the conditions (***) and (****). The lemmas consider separately the two cases depending on whether i ∈ I or i / ∈ I. The proofs for the two lemmas are accompanied with the Figures 8 and 9 . We note that in the proofs we will be using subsets A i , A 
. In this section we will set r = kn in our general r-covering procedure described in the previous section. Thus, in particular d = (n − 1)r + kr = (n − 1)kn + k(kn) throughout this section. We start with the initial case when i ∈ I. 
Lemma 4.11. For i ∈ I, we can split B i+1 into p
As each vertex in B c i+1 is k-covered by some vertex in A ′ , we can partition B c i+1 into p ′ ≤ (
Observe that B (i+1)j is joined to S j and A i is joined to {b} and the vertex set {b} ∪ S j induces a co-star. Thus, we conclude that
We will now bound the size of B s i+1 . First of all, as the degree of each vertex in A\(
i+1 is bounded by k 2 , we can apply Lemma 4.5 to the graph 5 parts, such that between each part and the set A i the graph is Free((m ′ − 1)Υ k ). For the partition in general case i / ∈ I, we will use the following observation. 
Proof. For every F ∈ B ′ i of size |F| = r, consider the set A i,F = {v ∈ A i |{v} is joined to F}. As A i is r-covered by B ′ i , these subsets A i,F cover A i . From this cover we can obtain a partition
(n−1)r r ) by removing each vertex appearing several subsets of the cover from all but one subset. This partition will satisfy the condition that for each 1 ≤ l ≤ p, we have A il ⊆ A i,F for some F, which means that A il is joined to some F ⊆ B ′ Let B ss i+1 be the union of subsets B sc i+1 and B The general case argument also yields a subpartition that satisfies (***) and (****) for the remaining pairs of consecutive bags 
Proof. For i ∈ I, the result is trivial as B i is joined to A i . For i / ∈ I apply the argument of Lemma 4.13 to the bipartite complement of the graph induced by the four consecutive bags  A i−1 , B i−1 , A i , B i to yield the required partition.
Thus, joining all the partitions of consecutive bags together, we obtain a subpartition that satisfies (***) and (****). Recall that in Lemma 4.11, Lemma 4.13 and Lemma 4.14 we used the bounds of partition π 1 = ( Proof. This follows easily taking the refinement of the partitions obtained in Lemma 4.11, Lemma 4.13 and Lemma 4.14. These Lemmas, do not partition B i and A i for i ∈ I and the first bag to be partitioned is B i+1 . This bag is partitioned into at most π parts twice: to make
] both satisfy (***) and (****). Taking the refinement (intersection) of these partitions we obtain a partition of B i+1 into at most π 2 parts. The next bag A i+1 and all the following bags as long as i / ∈ I are partitioned into at most π parts, but there also is a small set A ss i+1 of size less than π that is sometimes removed from it while proving Lemma 4.13. To make sure all pairs of bags satisfy conditions (***) and (****), we place each vertex of A ss i+1 into separate bag, thus refining the partition of A i+1 into 2π ≤ π 2 parts. Similarly, B i+2 which is partitioned into π parts together with singletons from B ss i+1 provides us with partition of into at most 2π ≤ π 2 parts. It is now clear that this refined partition satisfies (***) and (****) for all pairs of consecutive bags.
Together with conditions (*) and (**) obtained in the previous section, we conclude that we constructed the required d-template.
-free graph and let M and N be the subsets of A and B respectively obtained in the previous section. Then G[A\M, B\N] admits an
Proof. The conditions (***) and (****) proved for a partition of G = (A, B, E ) in Lemma 4.15 clearly remain valid for the same partition restricted to sets A\M and B\N. Lemma 4.9 shows that the conditions (*) and (**) are satisfied for the graph induced by A\M and B\N. Thus all the conditions (*)-(****) are satisfied, concluding the result.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
We can now put the results from the previous sections together to obtain the induction step needed for proving Theorem 4.1. 
Lemma 4.17. Suppose a bipartite graph
Proof. For the given graph G = (A, B, E ), apply the partition procedure described in Section 4. The remaining graph 
Putting together the partitions of M and A\M and partitions of N and B\N, we obtain the required partition of G.
Applying the induction step obtained above as long as we can we obtain the following theorem.
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on
and that the result holds for all other quadruples with the sum less than µ = n ′ + n ′′ + m ′ + m ′′ . Applying Lemma 4.17 to the graph G, we obtain a partition 
Recall that our aim is to obtain a partition such that the graph between parts is both 2Λ Proof. We proceed with the following partiton of G = (A, B, E ). We let B 1 = {b 1 } be a vertex with minimal degree in B and let A First of all, we will show that each vertex of B\B 1 has at most s non-neighbours in A Let us start with a vertex v ∈ M. We will define a trace of a vertex v. First recall that v ∈ M means that v ∈ A i for some i such that v has more than k neighbours in ∪ i−1 h=1 B h . Now we find the smallest value j, such that v has more than k neighbours in ∪ j−1 h=1 B h . We define the trace of v to be the interval tr(v) = {j, j + 1, . . . , i}. In the next two paragraphs we will explore several properties of the trace.
Consider the set T l = {v ∈ M : l ∈ tr(v)}. We claim that |T l | ≤ nkδ 2 
General graphs without a union of stars and complements of a union of stars
To extend our result to general graphs without union of stars we will need the following result that bounds cochromatic number of graphs:
Lemma 5.1. For every n, k, l ∈ N there exists a number z(n, k, l) such that any graph G ∈ Free(nK 1,k , nK 1,k , nK l , nK l ) has cochromatic number at most z(n, k, l).
The proof of Lemma 5.1 follows from the works of Kierstead and Penrise [13] and Chudnovsky and Seymour in [8] . For completeness, we will provide a short outline of the proof in this section. First of all, we will start with several definitions.
For a graph G, χ(G) denotes the chromatic number of a graph -the minimal number of independent sets that the vertices of the graph G can be partitioned into. ω(G) denotes the clique number -the number denoting the maximum size of a clique contained in the graph G. A graph classs C is said to be χ-bounded,
A connected graph G is said to be of radius at most r if there is a vertex v ∈ V(G) such for every w ∈ V(G) there is a path in G connecting v and w with at most r edges. We say that a connected graph G is of radius r if r is the smallest integer for which G is of radius at most r.
Kierstead and Penrise in [13] have shown the following result:
Theorem 5.2. For any tree T of radius two, the class C = Free(T) is χ-bounded.
It is interesting to note that a conjecture of Gyárfás asserts that the above statement should be true for any tree T (not only of radius two), but only partial results have been proven so far. For our purposes, we need the following corollary from the result of Kierstead and Penrise:
Proof. Let T n,k be a tree of radius two formed by adding an extra vertex v to nK 1,k and extra edges from v to the centre of each star K 1,k . Then by Theorem 5.3, the class
Chudnovsky and Seymour in [8] have established a connection between bounded cochromatic number and χ-boundedness. The connection is through the notion of p-split graphs which is defined as a graph for which the vertices can be partitioned into two parts, one of which does not contain a clique on p vertices and the other does not contain an independent set on p vertices. They prove that a class forbidding a union of cliques and a complement of union of cliques consists of p-split graphs for some fixed p. We state this result as follows: can also be partitioned into constant number f n,k (p) of cliques. Thus, noting that p = p(n, l) every graph in the class has co-chromatic number at most z(n, k, l) = 2 f n,k (p) which is a constant depending on the sizes of the input graphs.
Thus we are now capable of concluding with our main result of this paper, Theorem 1.1:
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it follows that for any n, k, l ∈ N given, there is z(n, k, l) such that the vertices of any graph G ∈ Free(nK 1,k , nK 1,k , nK k , nK k ) can be partitioned into z(n, k, l) sets, each of which induce either a clique or an independent set. Now, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to each pair of the z(n, k, l) sets. For each pair of sets, Theorem 4.1 gives us a partition into U = U(4n, k) parts with (Λ 2k−1 , Υ 2k−1 )-free graphs between the parts. Taking the refinement (intersection) of all these partitions we obtain a partition into T = zU z parts such that between the parts the graph is (Λ 2k−1 , Υ 2k−1 )-free.
Classes of graphs and factorial speed of growth
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. As this theorem contains three statements, we will prove these separately in Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.5. We start with the characterisations of the graph classes whose graphs admit partitions of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. 
that each set induces a clique or an independent set and between each pair of sets the induced bipartite graph is (2Υ 2k−1 , 2Λ 2k−1 )-free. For each star K 1,2kT in G we assign a pair of integers (i, j) such that the centre of the star belongs to the bag V i and V j is a bag that contains at least 2k leaves. Note that such j exists since by pigeonhole principle at least one bag contains 2kT T = 2k leaves and if there are several possible j's we choose one arbitrarily. As there are T 2 + 1 different stars, two stars will get assigned to the same pair (i, j). If i = j, then this implies that V i is neither a clique nor indendent set and if i = j, then this implies that the bipartite graph induced between V i and V j is not (2Υ 2k−1 , 2Λ 2k−1 )-free. A similar argument can be applied if X contains any of the classes X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 .
In the rest of this section we will prove that classes that exclude star-forests and related graphs or, equivalently, classes not containing X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 , have at most factorial speed of growth. Recall that the speed of a X class is the sequence X n , where X n is the number of n-vertex graphs in X with vertex set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For instance, the speed of the class of all graphs is 2 ( n 2 ) and the speed of the class of trees is n n−2 as each (labelled) tree on n vertices can be uniquely described by Prüfer code consisting of a string of n − 2 numbers ranging from 1 to n. The factorial layer of growth identifies the classes that have speed log(X n ) = O(n log(n)). Thus factorial layer includes the class of trees and, in fact, many other important classes of graphs such as planar graphs, classes of bounded degree, classes of bounded clique-width, etc. While containing many classes of theoretical and practical importance, there is no easy decision procedure which tells for which sets of graphs F , the class X = Free(F ) is of factorial speed of growth. We note that factorial layer is the smallest such layer, as the membership to constant, polynomial and exponential layers can be checked effectively as follows from the work of Alekseev [2] . Our work provides a partial result to this question: if F contains a graph from each class X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 , then it is of at most factorial speed of growth.
To prove that our classes have at most factorial speed of growth we will use the idea of locally bounded coverings introduced in [15] . The idea can be described as follows. = O(n log(n)) in such a way that every vertex of G is covered by at most c graphs, then log X n = O(n log(n)).
As each (T, k)-graph admits a covering by cliques, independent sets and bipartite (2Υ 2k−1 , 2Λ 2k−1 )-free graphs, it is enough to show that bipartite (2Υ 2k−1 , 2Λ 2k−1 )-free graphs, or more generally bipartite 2Λ s -free have at most factorial speed of growth. (Here △ denotes the symmetric difference between the sets, i.e. for two sets V 1 , V 2 , we write
First of all, let us see that this sequence describes the graph. Indeed, we can prove by induction that one can obtain N(a i ) for any i. For i = 1, this is already given. Suppose i > 1 and we have calculated the neighbourhood N(a i−1 ). Then we can read-off the set N(a i )△N(a i−1 ) from the sequence, and we know N(a i−1 ) by induction, so we can calculate N(a i ) = N(a i )△ (N(a i )△N(a i−1 ) ). Hence, we can recover the graph from the sequence.
We will now show that this sequence contains at most (2s + 2)n vertices. To do this we will estimate the size symmetric difference N(a i Thus we can encode each graph in the class by a sequence consisting of 2sn labels of vertices (numbers from 1 to n) each followed by a comma or space symbol (with commas as presented above). As there are at most (2n) 2sn such codes, we have at most (2n) 2sn graphs on n vertices in the class. Hence the class is factorial.
Adding the results of Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 4.1 together we conclude this section with the following lemma. Notice that each vertex is covered by T graphs. Thus Theorem 6.3 applies and we get that X has at most factorial speed of growth.
Concluding remarks and open questions
The results presented here provide us with the structural characterisation of new classes from factorial layer. One may also notice that Theorem 1.3 implies that every class of superfactorial growth must contain one of the classes X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 . A further extension of our understanding of factorial (and in turn superfactorial) layer, could be made by looking at classes X for which there is some T = T(X ) such that all prime graphs in X are (T, 1)-graphs. By a result on counting prime graphs in [3] it follows that all such classes have at most factorial speed of growth. Hence the aim would be to identify the minimal classes of graphs for which the prime graphs do not admit such partition. These classes would be interesting as all would contain arbitrarily large prime graphs (unlike X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 ) and every superfactorial class would contain at least one of them. We note that such a characterisation of permutation classes whose simple permutations are monotone griddable (i.e. belongs to the permutation analogue of (T, 1)-graphs) has been recently obtained in [1] .
The results presented here also reveal a potential for precise structural results for graph classes forbidding small subgraphs. It would be interesting to reveal the exact bounds on the number of parts needed in our partitions of bipartite and general graphs and hence precise structural results for a number of classes whose list of forbidden induced subgraphs include a star forest and related graphs.
